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FOrmer cardiO queen Rhalou alleRhand 
explains hOw she has reaped the rewards 
OF resistance training

H 
after joining my local gym last year and 
throwing myself into fitness, a couple of 
months ago my progress started to grind 

to a halt. i’d lost weight, but no matter how hard i 
pushed myself, i just wasn’t achieving the results 
i craved, and i’d hit a plateau. Bored by my gym 
routine, i was struggling to up my game, but a 
chance meeting with an old school friend soon 
changed everything.

i grew up in the next street from tim, but we 
hadn’t seen each other for ten years. Back at 
school he’d never struck me as a fitness fanatic, 
but when i bumped into him in my local pub, he 
looked like a new man. in the years since we’d 
last met, he’d qualified as a personal trainer 
and, with an impressive set of pecs and a foxy 
girlfriend on his arm, he was clearly excelling at 
his career.

when he suggested that we start training 
together, i jumped at the chance. working 
freelance from the recently refurbished Broadgate 
Fitness First gym in the city, he hardly needed 
my custom, but tim is the sort of pt that enjoys 
his job so much that he sees training with his 
friends as a pleasure, and was keen to get me to 
the gym pronto. the only catch was that he’s an 
advocate of resistance training, and insisted that 

no amount of cardio would achieve my goals, 
and the only way to raise my game would be 
through serious strength training.

not just for boys
i’m no stranger to exercise, but i always assumed 
that the weights’ room was meant for the boys. 
i had no intention of ‘bulking up’ and the idea 
of little old me, in a free-weights gym, lifting 
bloody great dumbbells amid a bunch 
of beefcakes seemed ludicrous. 
there was also the fact that 
training with a friend, and one 
who excelled in his field, was 
terrifying. what if he thought i 
was a wuss with the weights, 
laughed at me, or didn’t push 
me as hard as he would push 
his normal clients?

my fears were quickly 
put to rest, as when it comes 
to training, tim is a consummate 
professional. i didn’t think i was 
capable of carrying anything much 
heavier than my handbag, but after my induction, 
he promised that within three months i’d be 
deadlifting my bodyweight.

‘training with heavy weights but lower reps 
is ideal for women, because it alters your resting 
metabolic rate,’ says tim. ‘Your body will burn 
more calories, even when you’re not exercising, 
and you will achieve muscle tone and definition.’

lower-body strength
apparently women are often better at deadlifting 

and heavy squats than their male 
counterparts, as we carry our strength 

in our lower bodies. it’s all about 
getting the technique right, and 

you’d be amazed at what your 
body is capable of. Before 
long, i was lifting heavier 
weights than my boyfriend! 

contrary to popular 
opinion, weight-training 
won’t turn you into a 

beefcake. women produce 
considerably less testosterone 

than men, so even if you trained 
as hard as madonna, you’d still 

never bulk up. admittedly, i haven’t lost 
any more weight (as muscle weighs more than 
fat!), but i fit into smaller clothes, and i’ve gained 
definition and muscle tone that makes me look 
and feel ten times better.

the weights’ room may be dominated 
by men, but my fellow gym-goers are always 
extremely respectful, if a bit awestruck at a short 
redhead pumping iron in a room full of burly 
blokes (which i secretly enjoy!). But under tim’s 
careful instruction, i’m usually so intent on getting 
it right, that i soon forget the onlookers and focus 
on my technique.

the bonus of training with a friend is the 
implicit trust. historically, women have been 
taught we are the weaker sex, so initially i found 
the idea of pumping iron to be psychologically as 
well as physically daunting and so training with 
someone i trusted was imperative. after eight 
weeks i’m proud to say i can already deadlift 
55kg and at this rate, i’ll soon be out-lifting all  
the boys! 

[Useful contact] 
For more information about resistance 
training for weight-loss visit www.
femaleweightloss.co.uk. To book a session 
with Tim Drummond call 07823 697 605 or 
email him at tim@femaleweightloss.co.uk
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 Rhalou stays focused
 on her technique

‘I didn’t think 
I was capable of 

carrying anything 
heavier than my 
handbag – I can 
already deadlift 

55kg!’
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